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Overview:
The project for the Waterfront of Marina di Carrara provides a series
of intervention of requalification on urban areas to improve the
relationships between the port, the city and the tourism on the coast.
The port of Marina di Carrara was built in the middle of the19th
century for the shipping of the famous white marble extracted by
the closed by Apuan quarries. This port is still the most important
seaport in the world for shipping of stone products.
Located at the center of large network of international transport
between more than 85 ports of 48 countries in every continents, the
port of Marina di Carrara offers specialized systems for boarding/

One of the strength of the port is represented by his efficient

landing of diverse merchandises in large parcels (stone products,

connection with vast inter-modal service area, suitable for the big

metal, project cargo) and for Ro-Ro traffic.

construction (big as an entire building) that can be easily transferred

The basin served by the port is mainly Tuscany, the Po Valley

to the boarding platform for the shipping all around the world.

(connected through the Cisa Highway and the Tirreno-Brennero

Inside the seaport are also located the important production site of

train line) and all the northern and central regions of Italy. Marina di

the New Apuan Shipyards and a significant fishing boat fleet. From

Carrara’s seaport becomes an important hub of the strategic corridor

the touristic side the seaport hosts also a Boat Club and 500 docking

that links the Mediterranean basin to Central Europe.

places for leisure boats.
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The development of the port’s activities is the main goal of the port’s

The AREA 4 is related to the paths along the sea, the beach and the port’s

Strategic Plan which envisages the strengthening of infrastructure’s offer

breakwater.

for commercial traffic, shipbuilding, cruises and recreational boats, a new

Next to the beach it has be recreated a system of paths inspired by the typical

Marine Station and a new Marina with 1000 berthing places.

coastline landscape, almost disappeared through the years, with sand dunes

After the second world war, the cities along the coast in proximity of the port,

populated by bushes of native vegetation.

were effected from a significant growth of population and a strong tourist
offer. The result was a confused urban landscape that combines productive
areas related to the port’s activities, to residential areas dedicated the
tourist’s reception and to the bathing facilities.
For this reason the Marina di Carrara’s Municipalty, according to the
Strategic Plan, defined a series of actions that should redevelop the entire

The dunes are made from curvilinear tanks of different heights and lead the
users through a labyrinth of sinuous paths that ends toward the sea and the
waterfront walk.
The first part of the waterfront walk is an evocative journey through the history
of the place. Big monolithic blocks reflect in the water and bring the memory
to the marble blocks extracted from the quarries of Carrara and shipped for
centuries from the same port.

area surrounding the port, improving the functionality, its access and

In proximity of the breakwater the pedestrian path reaches an higher level

providing public spaces, retail areas and itineraries to discover and enjoy

giving the chance of admiring the entire horizon and the other coastlines of

the local landscape.

the “Gulf of Poets”. The path will be 1200m long, enriched by shaded advices

Structure description:

and night lighting.
The port zone is screened by a metallic fence, that is opened to special

The project, designed by the firm Policreo S.R.L. is subdivided in four areas:

panoramic views of large port facilities or the stunning Apuan Alps skyline.

The AREA 1 and 2 provide the redistribution and the requalification of the road

The entire project of waterfront’s requalification aims to improve the

system that lead to the port in order to reduce the effects on this area by heavy

functionality and connections of the port, and to offer new urban services for

vehicles traffic (trucks), a system of roundabouts will address and differentiate

the citizenry. The project places itself as a strategic intervention of the northern

the different traffics (urban, touristic and port traffic). Also it is proposed the

Tuscan’s touristic offer which is characterized by a extended coastline and an

construction of a large bridge for the crossing of the Carrione torrent and

historical/naturalistic system of the Apuan’s basin.

the realization of a footbridge reserved to the cruises line’s passengers. The
requalification of Cristoforo Colombo and Giovanni da Verrazzano boulevards,
that separate the port area to the rest of the city, will provide a better
organization of the traffic itself. Reintroducing various trees that disappeared
through the years, and providing wider sidewalks, the project will improve the
general urban quality of the spaces.
The AREA 3 is located in the western part of the port and it provides a

Summary
Location: Municipality of Carrara, distance from major tuscan cities:
Carrara 7km, Lucca 50km, Pisa 50km, Florence 125km
Accessibility: Highway A12: Carrara’s tollgate 2 km, Train line: connection to the line Genoa-Pisa with special junction, Carrara Avenza station:
2 km, Pisa International Airport: 52 km, Recreational berthing places: 500

existing pine forest it will be created a large pedestrian plaza with a parking

Touristic attraction near by: Seaside resorts of Marina di Carrara,
Marina di Massa (5km) and Forte dei Marmi (12km). Historic city and
Museums of Carrara (7km) Massa (8,5 km), Marble quarries (9km),
Archeological Park of Luni (4km) and Natural Park of the Apuan Alps
(12km); Exhibition and convention center “Carrara Fiere” (0,7km)

zone of 53 places.

Urban surface effected by the project of requalification: 80.000 m2

In this area it will be created a mixed use zone which includes commercial,

Surface effected by the project of traffic reorganization and
requalification of street network and intersections: 37.000 m2

requalification of the warehouse areas through the realization of a system of
plazas and pedestrian paths that link the city to the waterfront. Next to the

offices and a guest house for the Port Authority. The main building that define
the lower edge of the plaza will be named as “the western gate” and it will

Surface re qualified as plazas, place for leisure and mixed use: 20.800 m2

host restaurants, bars and shops. It will be accessed by a large ramp that will

Surface of new construction: 1.600 m2

lead into a panoramic terrace facing the sea and the Apuan Alps.

Volume of new construction: 9.500 m3

Behind the western gate we will find another plaza furnished with light
canopies to provide place for temporary events like outdoor markets or
cultural events. At the end of the small plaza, an avenue shaded by trees will
lead the users to the waterfront.

Commercial spaces and offices: 1.800 m2
Leisure spaces, restaurants and tourism: 1.250 m2
New parking places: 53
New planted trees: 174
Length of paths and requalification of panoramic seaside walks: 1.2 Km
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